
#

37

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5091 183 4.47 1.5 30 5/8 9 1/4 43 7 4.27 132" 15

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Transitional Quickness, Hip Fluidity, Acceleration, Shadow Trail

WORST

Slot CB

Any system as a Slot CB

2015: Quadricep (Missed Wks. 13-15) 2016: Groin (Wk.1, Active), Concussion (Wk. 3, 
Inactive), Hamstring (Wks. 8-10,Inactive), Knee (Wk. 15, Wk. 17, Inactive) 2017: Knee 
(Wks.10-13, Inactive) 2018: Ankle (Wk. 7, Active) Broken Left Foot (Wk. 15, Season 
ending IR)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

4th year Slot CB who has started 25 of 49 career games all for CHI. Started 10 games at Slot CB averaging 52
snaps per game in 2018 under 1st year HC Matt Nagy and 4th year DC Vic Fangio in his 3-4 scheme primarily
featuring base Nickel formations with both Man and Zone coverages situationally deployed. Marginal height
and weight, possessing athletic build with thick, compact thighs with turned out feet along with adequate arm
length. Shows very good athletic ability with very good combination of transitional quickness, change
of direction, hip fluidity and acceleration with good foot quickness, explosiveness and balance
with very good center of gravity. Demonstrates good ability to adjust to motion pre-snap and recognizes
which receiver becomes his responsibility in Man coverage while actively communicating with his teammates.
Displays good mental processing against the pass with very good ability to diagnose wide screenplays and
shows good route anticipation and recognition which allows him to maintain proper leverage in coverage
using the boundary and other Zone defenders. Displays solid competitive toughness in coverage and does not
back down against bigger, more physical receivers. Verygood in Man Coverage; very good mirror/match
ability from both press/off, in Pattern MatchZone coverage as well, using very good hip fluidity along with
good foot quickness and is able toshadow trail vast majority of receivers on vertical routes as well as
drag/crossing routes with very good acceleration and speed while demonstrating very good transitional
quickness along with good balance to remain in phase after route breaks or when closing on the receiver to
makea play. Solid ball skills, as he’s able to make pass deflections and interceptions when the ball iswithin his
immediate reach and QB is within field of vision. Good open field tackling ability utilizing good leverage and
pursuit angles while showing good aggressiveness coming downhill with good balance/body control and

displays good physical toughness at the POA frequently attacking the legs and wraps around when bringing
down ballcarriers with good ability to finish. Shows good blitzing ability when clear path to QB exists
exercising very goodspeed/acceleration when closing the distance with good finish. LOS skills are
adequate; inactive/ineffective hands to disrupt receivers’ release due to adequate play strength and displays
adequate aggressiveness when battling the receiver. Adequate in run support, with adequate play strength to
force/constrict running lanes and adequate ability to disengage from blocks and oftenresorts to spinning out
or dancing around blocks while showing a lack of effort to pursue fromthe backside and unwillingness to
assist teammates in bringing down ballcarriers. Has shown adequate competitive toughness when defending
leads late in games and does not play with thesense of urgency needed to prevent critical plays from
happening. Overall, he is a starting Slot CB you can win with who has the speed/acceleration to trail burner
type receivers and thequickness/mental processing to minimize separation from quick, twitchy receivers
while being a tough and aggressive tackler in space. Lacks the size and play strength to effectively shed
blocksin run support, jam receivers at the LOS, and win 50/50 balls.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

45
Games Started

29
Games Won

Functional Strength in 1 on 1's, Block Shedding, Jamming Ability

PROJECTION Starting Slot CB you can win with who has the speed/acceleration to trail burner type 
receivers and the quickness/mental processing to minimize separation from quick, 
twitchy receivers while being a tough and aggressive tackler in space. Lacks the size and 
play strength to effectively shed blocks in run support, jam receivers at the LOS, and win 
50/50 balls.

2018: at GB, vs. TB, at MIA, at BUF, vs. MIN

19
Winning %

42%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Trending up in PD's and INT's from 2015 rookie season. Had combined 8 PD's and 0 
INT's in first two seasons, and has recorded 12 PD's and 4 INT's in past two seasons. Had 

career highs in every major defensive category in 2018: 45 TT's, 6 TFL's, 2 sacks, 6 PD's 
(tied), and 2 INT's(tied) in 13 games. 
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